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2The structure of this paper is as follows: In Sec. II we
study the general properties of a one parameter family of
cloning transformations of qubits. In Sec. III we make
detailed comparison between dierent cloning transfor-
mations, namely the universal cloning machine proposed
by Buzek and Hillery, the phase covariant cloning pro-
posed in [17] and the one proposed in this paper. In Sec.
IV we briey discuss the phase covariant cloning of d 
level states [19] in this new context. The paper ends with
a conclusion.
II. CLONING TRANSFORMATION OF
QUBITS: GENERAL PROPERTIES






















where on the left hand side we have not shown the blank
state and initial state of the cloning machine and on the
right hand side, the states from left to right correspond
respectively to the input (a), the copy (b) and the ma-
chine states (x). The states j0i and j1i, are also orthonor-
mal regardless of their indices. The only requirement for







Consider now a general two level state, i.e. a
state with a denite spin in the direction n =
(sin  cos; sin  sin; cos ), where  and  are the po-
lar coordinates on the unit sphere. This state has the
following form in the z-basis (
z












The output state of the composite system ab is ob-










When acted on by the cloning machine (4) this state gives


















The new copy b will also have the same density matrix.





F () = 
2












































The last term clearly depends on the input state. All
the states on the Bloch sphere with the same value of
 are cloned with equal delity, a special subclass of




Following Buzek and Hillery [4] it is useful to dene
and calculate two distances which characterize further









































which measures the distance of the two mode output den-
sity matrix with the ideal situation of having two disen-
tangled exact copies of the input states.
The calculation of these distances are straightforward




























































































+ 2   1) sin
2
 (15)
III. COMPARISON OF CLONING MACHINES
Until now the value of  has been kept arbitrary. We
should now x it and hence complete denition of our
cloning transformation (4). In the sequel, we consider
three dierent cases.
3A. Universal quantum cloning
Looking at Eq. (10), we nd that universality, in the
















Here no optimization should be performed, since the de-
mand of universality has xed completely the parameter







are also state independent. In fact,















B. Phase covariant quantum cloning
In this part we are interested in cloning only the states
with h
z
i = cos  = 0. Thus the parameter  is free and




























) ' 0:854 (18)
which is slightly higher than the value for universal quan-
tum cloning.
























Although the distance D
(1)
ab
for the equatorial states is
appreciably higher than the universal value, as we will
see below the equatorial states are separable when cloned
phase covariantly [18] while in universal cloning machine
of Buzek and Hillery the output states are not separable.
C. Cloning of states with a denite component of
spin along the z direction
In this case, we x the value of  and nd from Eq.

























It turns out that the negative sign corresponds to the
maximum delity. Inserting this value of  in Eqs. (10),
(15) and (13) will give us the optimal delity and the
distances for this class of states. The results are shown
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. It is seen clearly that for each xed ,
one can clone the spin state with a delity greater than
the universal value and for most angles a higher delity
can be obtained than for the equatorial states. If judged






, it also ap-
pears from Figs. 2 and 3, that there are other states
which are closer to a product state than the equatorial
ones. However the equatorial states are unique in one
important respect which is discussed in the next subsec-
tion.

















FIG. 1: The optimal delity of cloning a qubit with known z
component as a function of :

















FIG. 2: The distance D
(1)
ab
as a function of .














FIG. 3: The distance D
(2)
ab
as a function of .
4D. Separability properties
For the universal cloning case, using Peres-Horodecki's
positive partial transposition (PPT) criterion [21, 22], it
has been shown that two output modes are inseparable,
while the phase covariant cloning of equatorial states lead
to separable copies [18]. To check separability for general
angles, we have numerically computed the eigenvalues of
the partial transpose of the output density matrix (7)





































































































and have found that three of the eigenvalues are always
positive, while one of them is marginally negative and
becomes zero only for the states on the north pole j0i,
the south pole j1i and the equator of the Bloch sphere.
The values of this negative eigenvalue is shown in Fig. 4
and is compared to the negative eigenvalue of the univer-







'  0:04, (while the other













, all independent of  ).














dashed line shows its value in universal cloning.
Thus also in this general class of states, the equato-
rial states are special in that they are completely sepa-
rable. However, if one considers the multiple criteria of
high delity and approximate separability then it may be
concluded from all the above gures that the states with
angles less than   0:5 radians around the north and
south poles can be cloned with suÆciently high (larger
than 0.9 delity) and rather good separability properties.
E. Optimality
In this section we address the question of optimality of
the transformations (4). The general form of these trans-
formations are the same as the original cloning transfor-
mations found by Buzek and Hillery [4] and proved to
be optimal for universal cloning [5, 6, 7, 8]. Here we
have shown that by adjusting the single parameter of
these transformations, one can clone states with denite
z components of spin, with a higher than universal -
delity. However it may be possible to go beyond these
one parameter family of transformations and obtain even
higher delity. There is in fact a constructive procedure
for deriving the trace preserving completely positive (CP)
maps which perform a given task [8] like cloning, to the
best approximation. However we think that by following
the procedure of [8] our transformations may not retain
their simple form that they have now.
IV. GENERALIZATION TO D-LEVEL STATES
Since phase covariant quantum cloning has been
achieved for d-level states, again with a delity which is
higher than the universal value, it is natural to ask how
the above considerations extend to d-level states. Con-
sider the following cloning transformation [19], which is
a simple and natural generalization of (4)












It can be easily veried that this transformation is uni-






In particular for 3-level states or qutrits, the transforma-
tion is
j0i ! j0; 0ij0i+ (j0; 1i+ j1; 0i)j1i+ (j0; 2i+ j2; 0i)j2i
j1i ! j1; 1ij1i+ (j0; 1i+ j1; 0i)j0i+ (j1; 2i+ j2; 1i)j2i
j2i ! j2; 2ij2i+ (j0; 2i+ j2; 0i)j0i+ (j1; 2i+ j2; 1i)j1i
(24)















1 + ((d  2)
2











and in phase covariant cloning, one gets rid of the -
nal term by considering only the equatorial states of the
form given in Eq. (2). Clearly this is a heavy restric-
tion on the states. To see what this implies for the
states in terms of observables we note that the Lie al-
gebra of SU (d) is spanned by traceless hermitian matri-
ces. The Cartan subalgebra of this Lie algebra which
generalizes the 
z
Pauli matrix for spins, is spanned



















diagonal(1; 1;    ; 1; k; 0; 0;   0). For example,




























Thus phase covariant qutrit states are precisely those
states for which h jH
1
j i = h jH
2
j i = 0: In fact the
most general state of a qutrit is given by
j i = cos j0i+ sin  cose
i
j1i+ sin  sine
i
j1i(28)
and the delity of cloning of this state by the transfor-
mation (24) is found from Eq. (26) to be equal to
F = h j
(out)
a
j i = 2
2

























For a phase covariant state where all the coeÆcients









. For this very specic class of states with
only two free parameters  and , the delity is found




























17) ' 0:76 [7]. (There exists also









), but for this
particular situation it is the rst solution which gives the
higher delity, however see below and Fig. 5.) As noted





However instead of restricting oneself to this very spe-
cic class of states we can x A
 
and then optimize the























. Reinserting these optimal values of

2
in Eq. (29) we obtain the optimal values of delity for












FIG. 5: The optimum delity of cloning a qutrit as a function
of A. The two curves correspond to dierent choices of the
signs for optimal  (Eq. (31)).
each value of A
 
. The results are shown in Fig. 5, where
the two curves correspond to the two choices of sign in
the expression for 
2
. It is seen that for obtaining the
best possible cloning one should use either the plus or
the minus sign depending on the value of A
 
. Finally we











, can actually be expressed in terms of


















This equation shows that the equatorial states are a
very restricted class of states for which the expectation





to zero. By xing the value of the quantity A
 
which has
the above simple expression in terms of these observables
one can clone a much larger class of states with higher
than universal delity. In particular one sees that while
for two level states there is no dierence in the number of
parameters of the equatorial states and states with non-
zero h
z
i, the dierence in the number of free parameters
in the general d level case can be quite large depending
on the value of d.
V. DISCUSSION
We have described the true physical context for phase
covariant quantum cloning, that is we have shown that
once we have partial information about a state like the
z component of spin or the energy of a nuclear spin in a
magnetic eld, we can clone such a state with a delity
higher than the optimal universal delity and higher than
equatorial states. We have provided a one parameter
family of cloning transformation so that for each value
of the z component, we can tune the parameter to ob-
tain the maximum delity. We have also shown in this
class the equatorial states are the only ones which give
rise to separable density matrix for the outputs. However
we have shown that it is possible to clone all the states
6in the vicinity of the north and south pole, for approx-
imately (  < 0:5 radians or     < 0:5 radians), with
suÆciently high (larger than 0.9) delity and rather good
separability properties. The results of this paper may be
useful for those who are interested in experimental re-
alization of quantum cloning by using Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance (NMR) techniques. We have also discussed
how phase covariant quantum cloning of d-level states
can be generalized in the same way.
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